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Another day, Another dream

Leading The Printing Revolution



Dear Friend,

Twenty years ago, in pursuit of our dream to develop world-class products and offer first-class services, my partners and I set 

up an R&D manufacturing base for pre-press equipment in Hangzhou.

Our success story started with our highly popular color offset machines, fully automatic image setters and currently world-stan-

dard CTP. It is worth mentioning that our UV-CTP are taking the lead on many technological fronts. The success is attributed

to years of dedicated hard work and cooperation with partners.

We look forward to working with friends from different parts of the world to share our dream and success.

Welcome to Hangzhou, the most beautiful city in China.



CRON philosophy is to “take scientific and technologicalinnovation as 
the driving force, take the quality of survival, make progress everyday” 
from the beginning to the end. The product system forms the four core 
products, which are Offset CTP systems, HDI flexo CTP, Emerald 
environmentally friendly plates and EZC intelligent printing system 
which is the face of the 4th age of Printing.

From Germany to USA and to Malaysia, CRON has opened branch 
offices around the world and at the same time, built its R&D and 
production base, parts centers and service base. CRON has earned 
praise from users worldwide and brings new power to the promotion 
of the printing industry because of its ability to innovate, its high quality 
and its comprehensive after-sales service.

CRON will stay true to its mission, maintain it's belief, and move 
diligently ahead!

A thousand years ago in the early Song Dynasty Bisheng invented 
man's first generation of the printing process, promoting man's heritage
and development. Now, also in the same legendary place, CRON is 
taking on the burden and inheriting the printing culture, its mission, to 
embark on the long journey of change and innovation in the printing 
industry.

Because of its mission, CRON has been committed to the optimization 
and innovation of traditional printing since its establishment in 1992 
CRON's mission is to bring sustained benefits to printing enterprises 
through creative design and excellent manufacturing processes.

Now, CRON employs a top-quality scientific research team with a high 
level of advanced technological experience in international applica- 
tions and an ability for independent innovation. The team has obtained 
almost one hundred patents.

With more than 20 years of innovation and development, CRON 
became the first company to draft the national standard for CTP.CRON 
is also the only certified CTP training center in China. As a leader in the 
global CTP field, CRON has the largest CTP production base in the 
world with an annual capacity of more than 1000 units. To date, CRON 
has installed more than 8000 units around the world and supplied 
products and services to almost one hundred countries and regions.



We take every challenge as an opportunity to 
breakthrough and set new standards.

We examine every detail in our operation to pursue 
growth and excellence.

We continuously learn and improve in order to exceed 
the expectations of our clients and the market.

CRON takes technical innovation as the driving force, our mission is to provide high quality products
and services for our global printing clients, promote sustainable development of the printing industry
and lead the printing revolution.

We pursue perfect imaging in the process of plate making, printing and final print;
We pursue perfect color to make the color on press meet international standards;
We pursue perfect printing to make more intelligent printing and make printing simpler. Brand Value



Self-creation and development of own patents and accreditations;

Patented triple-dynamic-balance drum system ensures stable drum rotation and 
high imaging quality;

Careful design to build the most compact footprint CTP system in the world;

A fully automatic CTP system that allows intervention-free operation and savings 
on labor costs; Easy operation with user-friendly functions and features;

CRON products come with their own compressors and air tanks providing a safe 
working environment and reduced noise levels;

Multi-cassette autoloaders save plate handling time.

Maintenance-free Magnetic Linear Drive system, highly accurate scanning 
resolution；

High quality laser diodes and electronic control system ensures improved 
life-time；

Paper and plate detection technology equipped autoloaders create stable job 
operation;

V-shape guild rail is wear-free with a very long life-time.

Internationally certified product quality;

Self R&D and manufacturing of core components to ensure production quality 
control;

International standard service team offers effective worldwide professional 
after-sales service and support；

“Cloud Service” and remote diagnostics capability helps clients to solve urgent 
Issues.



2019

In the China Printing Industry 
Innovation Conference, CRON 
is a participant in the construc-
tion of the Yibentushu printing 
intelligent manufacturing test line

CRON is awarded as China Printing Industry 
High-skilled Personnel Education and 
Training Base.

CRON is awarded as Pioneer of the 
Printing Industry for New China's 70th 
Anniversary.
Mr. Xiang Jianlong is entitled as 
Pioneer of the Printing Industry for 
New China's 70th Anniversary.



12Company Honors

中国印刷业高能人才教育培训基地
承担单位：杭州科雷机电工业有限公司

有效期至:2022年 中国印刷技术协会
二〇一九年十月



Independence, innovation, transcendence and outstanding 
technological innovation capability is the core of CRON. Over 
the past 30 years CRON has received nearly a hundred patents 
and has passed ISO 9001, UL, CE, ISO 14001 and many other 
international certifications. CRON is a national high-tech 
enterprise. In China, CRON is a leader in Chinas printing 
equipment industry; overseas, CRON is the pride of 
made-in-china.



Together with global strategic partners, CRON provides the best products and multiple services for printing enterprises. Covering offset, flexo, 
software, hardware, from equipment to consumable material, CRON offers solutions in every aspect.
CRON helps printing companies to better cater for market demands. CRON covers commercial, packaging, book, newspaper, label printing and 
helps to increase the profitability and the core competitiveness of companies.



The birth of quality printing requires the close cooperation of a good 
printing press, high DPI offset CTP, good quality manufacturing material 
perfect color control and quality plates. With all of them, high efficiency, 
high quality printing can be achieved, which leads to the satisfaction of 
customers.
The path to accomplish the goals: CRON philosophy is to"take scientific 
and technological innovation as the driving force, take the quality of surviv-
al, make progress everyday" from the beginning to the end. The product 
system forms the four core products, which are Offset CTP systems, HDI 
flexo CTP, Emerald environmentally friendly plates and EZC intelligent 
printing system which is the face of the 4th age of Printing.



In order to ensure stable CRON products 
and sustainable efficlency for Customers 
all over the world. CRON established a 
strict quality control system.

ISO9001, the international standard for 
quality control, enables CRON to provide 
customers with an expectation of good 
quality products. CRON always pays 
attention to customers needs and looks at 
everything from a customer perspective

ISO 9001 quality control

6s plant manufacturing site

48-hour inspection

90-days new product continuous test

The foundation for the quality of CRON 
products comes from serious working 
attitudes. The implementation of 6S 
eliminates defects during manufacturing, 
activates positive working attitudes for 
workers, and ultimately guarantees 
reliable product quality

For each device. we ensure simulation of 
customer site conditions by making a 
48-hour non stop inspection in high 
temperature (30℃) and humidity 
conditions to quarantee stable operation 
of the machine

All new products developed by CRON 
must be tested for 90 days continuous 
running and meet all test criteria before 
mass production can begin and they can 
be put into the market.



CRON has recently set up regional parts centers so that 
our customers are able to obtain key components within 
24 hours.

As well as the regional parts centers we have built a global 24*7 hours service system, allowing 
users to enjoy professional, timely and attentive service.

CRON set up its internet-based Helpdesk in 2015. More 
than 300 CRON engineers now serve customers with 
real-time support via CRON Headquarters.

Helpdesk

Field service engineers

Parts centers in Europe & North America

More than 300 engineers around the world provide 
efficient service for all clients.



24

Specially chosen by China Printing Associ-
ation, CRON is the one and only CTP 
national traning center and CTP capability 
evaluation base in China.



America

CRON AMERICA

CRON EUROPE

CRON HongKong

CRON ASIA


